Cyclotron resonance in the high mobility GaAs/AlGaAs 2D electron system over the microwave, mm-wave, and terahertz bands

anni kriisa, r. l. samarweera, dept. of physics and astronomy, georgia state university, m. s. heimbeck, army aviation missile rde center, redstone arsenal, h. o. everitt, dept. of physics, duke university and army aviation missile rde center, redstone arsenal, w. wescheider, laboratorium fur festkorperphysik, eth - zurich, r. g. mani, dept. of physics and astronomy, georgia state university — we have developed a measurement technique that allows measuring the power signal of the microwaves reflected back from the photo-excited high mobility gaas/algas 2d device, while simultaneously measuring standard magnetotransport, over the wide frequency range from 30 to 330 ghz. we found that the effective mass extracted from the easily distinguishable peaks observed in the reflected power signal was equal to the cyclotron resonance mass 0.067m₀ within the experimental error, over the whole examined frequency range (here m₀ is free electron mass). as expected, the magnetotransport measurements show shubnikov de haas oscillations with amplitude changes at cyclotron resonance over the frequency range of 130 to 330 ghz, and the extracted effective mass again equals to the cyclotron resonance mass 0.067m₀. over the lower frequency range of 30 to 130 ghz, the magnetotransport measurements show microwave radiation-induced magneto-resistance oscillations with a lower effective mass of 0.062m₀. we explore possible explanations to the discrepancies between the observed effective masses.
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